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Abstract—The readers are overwhelmed by amount of the
enormousness information created today. Reading huge amount
of the information requires a lot of time and resources, and in
some cases can turn out to be a total waste of time. All this leads
to not having time for proper analysis and understanding the
elements hidden in the published papers. This paper is a fifth
block in this blockchain and will disclose some details and ideas
hidden in the previous blocks. Revealing ideas from previous
papers might encourage the readers to further investigate some
issues and actively participate in solving this issues.

Index Terms—AI, mathchain, blockchain, digital society, math-
ematical atlas, mathematical literacy

I. INTRODUCTION

The genesis block of this blockchain with title “Using
blockchain principles for improving AI research and security“
[1] was published on 20. June of 2018 at Open Library of
European AI Alliance site. Further blocks have title “Secur-
ing research papers using blockchain principles“ [2], “Do
the shoemakers children go barefoot?“ [3] and “Improving
mathematical literacy using blockchain technology“ [4]. The
detail about the previous blocks is presented in the references
part of this paper.

The papers were published or uploaded on sites for AI,
research publishing, critical infrastructure and adult learning.
One of the reason for that was to invite readers in European
AI Alliance to join some of the mentioned communities on
which the papers where published and to present solutions for
some current issues in mentioned areas. The mentioned areas
play an important element in secure implementation of AI in
society.

II. USING BLOCKCHAIN PRINCIPLES FOR IMPROVING AI
RESEARCH AND SECURITY

The genesis element in this blockchain was published in
June made an introduction of several elements. The paper de-
scribes basic blockchain principles, using blockchain principle
in scientific research and some ideas for secure AI introduction
into different areas. Usage of mathematical blockchain or
mathchain for mathematics and physics was presented.

A. Built in proof of concept

The paper reference contained SHA256 digest of some
important pdf documents which led to creation of the genesis
block. Adding SHA256 digests in the text was similar to
adding different inputs for generation of random number. This

digests influenced the SHA256 digest of genesis block in 2256

space. The paper was digitally signed creating a primitive
blockchain database. The genesis block represents random
seed for this blockchain. This was a proof of concept that
blockchain principle was known in past and could have been
used before the introduction of the bitcoin. The architecture of
this blockchain looks primitive to latest blockchain databases,
but hides some security features which will be disclosed in
later blocks.

B. Outside proof of concept

In July DARPA published ‘Disruption Opportunity Special
Notice - The Physics of Artificial Intelligence (PAI)“ [5].
“PAI aims to develop novel AI architectures, algorithms and
approaches that bake in the physics, mathematics and prior
knowledge relevant to an application domain in order to ad-
dress the technical challenges in application of AI in scientific
discovery, human-AI collaboration, and a variety of defense
applications.“ [6]

III. SECURING RESEARCH PAPERS USING BLOCKCHAIN
PRINCIPLES

The second block in this blockchain was used as a proof
of issues for several problems. The paper was submitted
to research paper publishing organization in the standard
publishing procedure. The paper remained unpublished.

Some of the issues mentioned in the paper where previously
addressed by “Orvium“ company established in 2017 and
solutions for some issues in the research community are
presented in the white papers available at their site. The
Orvium architecture depends on cloud providers [10]. Reader
is encouraged to visit https://orvium.io.

A. Built in proof of concept

The paper was a second block in this blockchain and was
a proof of the concept mentioned in genesis block.

B. Outside proof of concept

Some of the issues are mentioned in “The Economist“
article [7] and [8]. Reader is encouraged to read the articles.

IV. DO THE SHOEMAKERS CHILDREN GO BAREFOOT?

The third block in this blockchain was used to address some
issues of security of research papers. The paper was published
on site of critical infrastructure organization. Currently most
of the papers on the Internet don’t have digital signature.

https://orvium.io


Security is based on encryption of the communication during
data transport.

The Ancient Library of Alexandria was one of the largest
and most significant libraries in the history. The content of the
library was mostly destroyed in several fires. The books where
lost because in ancient times copying of the book content was
done manually, so many books didn’t have copies.

Today making digital copy of the books is easy. All it
takes is the digital representation of the book and computer.
Blockchain databases are secure by idea, but currently they
depend on components which have security flaws like bugs
in OS, bugs in software. Successful ransomware attacks using
this software flaws could encrypt and destroy all the content
of such digital library. Such event would have consequences
similar to consequences of fires in Ancient Library of Alexan-
dria.

A. Built in proof of concept

The paper was a third block in this blockchain and was a
proof of the concept mentioned in genesis block.

This primitive blockchain database requires computer with
tool for calculating SHA256 checksum and PDF reading
tool which can show digital signature information. Because
the document has SHA256 digests of referenced papers, the
document can be verified if it is an exact copy of a referenced
document locally without access to the Internet infrastructure.

Documents can be stored off-line on any USB disk, DVD,
media or byte sequence can be printed in Base64 format to
the paper and later digitalized. The information presented in
the document can be printed out without access to outside
network. This is an important element in preserving data and
human knowledge.

B. Outside proof of concept

Reader is encouraged to read the Bank of Japan referenced
document with number 12 in the genesis block. The title “Re-
sponses to the Great East Japan Earthquake by Payment and
Settlement Systems and Financial Institutions in Japan“. When
access to payment and settlement system was unavailable,
trust and availability of paper banknotes had an important role
in functioning of society during the crises. Bank notes have
built in security elements during printing process. After their
distribution to the user, user can verify the security elements
by inspecting the bank note locally.

Digital archive by organizations like UNESCO are mostly
based on PDF document. Adding hash digest in the published
papers will increase integrity and resiliency of digital data
preservation with no additional cost for such organizations .

Some other issues addressed by the paper are also men-
tioned in the “The Conversation“ article [11]. Reader is
encouraged to read the article.

V. IMPROVING MATHEMATICAL LITERACY USING
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

The fourth block in this blockchain was used to address
some issues mathematical literacy of general population. The
paper was published on site for adult learning.

Being literate traditionally meant having ability to read
and write. Numeracy is the ability to understand and work
with numbers. World literacy rate is around 86.3%. Numeracy
rate is lower than literacy rate. Increasing the complexity of
mathematics used, decreases the mathematical literacy rate.
Digital society is based on complex algorithms which is
understood by little percentage of the population, making the
large part of the population excluded from the understanding
and decision process.

A. Built in proof of concept

The genesis block in this blockchain introduce the principle
of mathchain. One example of mathchain and lookup table is
explained in the genesis block.

B. Outside proof of concept

The issues of “creative destruction“ and a need to guarantee
good education and also facilitate re-education are mentioned
in the speech of general manager of “Bank for International
Settlement“ article [12]. Reader is encouraged to read the
article.

VI. OTHER ELEMENTS OF THIS BLOCKCHAIN

The papers in this blockchain have built in some elements
from social, philosophical and psychological background.
Here are some of them.

A. Milgram experiment

In 1967. Stanly Milgram performed small-world experi-
ment.

“The six degrees of separation concept was examined in
Milgram’s 1967 small world experiment, which tracked chains
of acquaintances in the United States. In the experiment,
Milgram sent several packages to 160 random people living
in Omaha, Nebraska, asking them to forward the package to
a friend or acquaintance who they thought would bring the
package closer to a set final individual, a stockbroker from
Boston, Massachusetts. Each starter received instructions to
mail a folder via the U.S. Post Office to a recipient, but with
some rules. Starters could only mail the folder to someone they
actually knew personally on a first-name basis. When doing
so, each starter instructed their recipient to mail the folder
ahead to one of the latter’s first-name acquaintances with the
same instructions, with the hope that their acquaintance might
by some chance know the target recipient.

Given that starters knew only the target recipient’s name
and address, they had a seemingly impossible task. Milgram
monitored the progress of each chain via returned tracer
postcards, which allowed him to track the progression of each
letter. Surprisingly, he found that the very first folder reached
the target in just four days and took only two intermediate
acquaintances. Overall, Milgram reported that chains varied
in length from two to ten intermediate acquaintances, with
a median of five intermediate acquaintances (i.e. six degrees
of separation) between the original sender and the destination
recipient.



Milgram’s six degrees theory has been severely criticized.
He did not follow up on many of the sent packages, and as
a result, scientists are unconvinced that there are merely six
degrees of separation.“ [13]

Stanly Milgram “lost letter“ experiment:
“Milgram developed a technique, called the lost letter ex-

periment, for measuring how helpful people are to strangers
who are not present, and their attitudes toward various groups.
Several sealed and stamped letters are planted in public places,
addressed to various entities, such as individuals, favorable
organizations like medical research institutes, and stigmatized
organizations such as ”Friends of the Nazi Party”. Milgram
found most of the letters addressed to individuals and favorable
organizations were mailed, while most of those addressed to
stigmatized organizations were not.“ [13]

1) Built in proof of concept: The papers in this blockchain
where published or uploaded to communities for AI, re-
search publishing, critical infrastructure and adult learning.
The papers detected some issues which had to be resolved
and proposed some ideas as a possible solution. The papers
addressed the issues of specific community to gain support for
some of the ideas.

The papers were written in open source tools, so every
participant can actively participate in generating new blocks.
Adding the SHA256 digest of referenced papers, digitally
signing the paper and publishing it would enable creation of
metric for citation of the papers and distance between the
papers.

Readers are invited to read published papers in this
blockchain and check the built-in security elements in the
papers. Writers of future research papers are invited to use
presented security elements in writing their own papers.
Reviews, critics and comments on this and referenced papers
should be written adding SHA256 hash of documents to
references.

The power is left to the reader. All it takes is time and
energy.

2) Outside proof of concept: Similar research, but on
bitcoin network can be found at [15].

VII. CONCLUSION

The digital revolution includes monetary revolution with
introduction of cryptocurrencies and industrial revolution with
AI introduction of further work automatization. Unclear and
cloudy understanding of the matter can lead to decisions which
can lead to short term profit, but long term ruin. Increasing
mathematical literacy is an important element to include
population in digital society. Tools like mathematical atlas and
quick lookup of secure research papers are in important tool
for AI introduction.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has revealed some built-in security elements in
this blockchain. Some of the element hidden in this blockchain
could be revealed to the readers in the future papers.
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